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ABSTRACT 

We combine model-based methods and distributed stochastic ap
proximation to propose a fully distributed algorithm for noncon-
vex optimization, with good empirical performance and convergence 
guarantees. Neither the expression of the objective nor its gradient 
are known. Instead, the objective is like a "black-box", in which 
the agents input candidate solutions and evaluate the output. With
out central coordination, the distributed algorithm naturally balances 
the computational load among the agents. This is especially relevant 
when many samples are needed (e.g., for high-dimensional objec
tives) or when evaluating each sample is costly. Numerical exper
iments over a difficult benchmark show that the networked agents 
match the performance of a centralized architecture, being able to 
approach the global optimum, while none of the individual nonco-
operative agents could by itself. 

Index Terms— adaptive networks, cross-entropy, diffusion 
strategies, global optimization, stochastic approximation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider the problem in which a network of autonomous agents co
operate to optimize a nonconvex, possibly nondifferentiable, deter
ministic objective function J : X —> 5ft: 

maximize J(x) (1) 

respect to instance-based methods (like simulated annealing [6]), 
which optimize directly over the solution space. 

One important example of model-based algorithms is the cross-
entropy (CE) method [7, 8, 9], We propose the first fully distributed 
implementation of CE, for which we only assume local communica
tion between neighbors over a connected graph. Neither central node 
fusing information, nor load balancing server are required. All nodes 
have the same role and run the same algorithm to cooperatively learn 
the parameters of the probabilistic model. The algorithm uses dif
fusion strategies [10, 11, 12]. Diffusion have less computational 
complexity than incremental algorithms [13, 14], and have shown 
enhanced stability over consensus strategies [11, 12, 15]. Together 
with the robustness, reduced bias and variance, increased stability 
against node failure and intrinsic privacy (due to never exchanging 
local samples) of the diffusion-like distributed algorithms, an impor
tant extra feature highlighted by our method is that the computational 
load is naturally divided among the agents. 

Many algorithms have been proposed for distributed convex op
timization under different scenarios (noisy links, changing topolo
gies, asynchronous iterations...) [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Neverthe
less, there are much fewer studies on nonconvex optimization. Al
though there are some useful theoretical works [22, 23] analyzing 
the convergence of diffusion and consensus first-order methods over 
nonconvex cost functions (indeed, we use results from [22] in this 
paper), first-order methods are not effective for optimizing black-
box multidimensional multi-extrema objectives. 

where a; is a vector of length M and X C 5ft is a non-empty com
pact set of solutions. The agents do not know the analytical expres
sion of the objective, rather, the objective function is like a "black-
box", in which the agents input candidate solutions and evaluate the 
outputs. 

Set of candidate 
solutions {xn} J{x)l 

Set of function 
evaluations {Vn} 

Fig. 1. Black-box optimization. 

Although finding the global optimum of an unknown function 
with multiple local extrema is a difficult task, recent results on global 
optimization [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] show that a new class of randomized 
search algorithms, named model-based methods, can perform well 
even when the solution lies in a multidimensional space. Model-
based methods learn a probabilistic model that concentrates its prob
ability density around the set of optimal solutions, and sample can
didate solutions from this model. Learning over the space of distri
butions enhances the exploration capabilities of the algorithms with 

2. MODEL-BASED AND CROSS-ENTROPY METHODS 

The aim of model-based methods is to find a probabilistic distribu
tion g that assigns most of its probability density to the set of optimal 
solutions of (1), so that we obtain a new problem: 

maximize J(x)g(x)dx (2) 

where V is the space of distributions. The problem of learning such 
optimal density can be formulated into the Bayesian filtering frame
work [24], We can see the optimal solution as a latent variable, 
and the function evaluation of candidate solutions as noisy measure
ments of the unknown latent variable that we want to estimate. At 
every iteration, the estimated density represents our belief of where 
the optimal solution lies, given the candidate solutions that we have 
evaluated. More formally, consider the following state-space model 

Yi\(Xi 

Xi — Xi-i 

Xi) ~ h(yi\xi 

(3) 

(4) 

where subscript i denotes iteration counter, X is the latent optimal 
solution we want to estimate, Y denotes the outcome of the function 
evaluation and h(yi\xi) is the likelihood or observation model. Let 



<7i-i denote our belief of the set of optimal solutions at time i • 3. DISTRIBUTED CROSS-ENTROPY ALGORITHM 

Qi-i{x) = P(x\y0:, (5) 

where yo-.i-i denotes the set of output values obtained until time 
i — 1. Using Bayes rule, the belief density is updated as 

gi{x) = P(x\yo:i-i,yi) 
P(Vi\x)gi-i(x) 

P(yi\yo-.i-i) 
(6) 

At every iteration of a model-based algorithm, we draw independent 
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples {X¿ = Xi} from our latest 
belief <7i_i, obtaining output values {Y¿ = j/¿} that are condition
ally independent given the samples. Hence, the belief update can be 
expressed as 

9i{x) Hyi\x)gj-i(x) 
fh(yi\x)gi-1(x)dx 

(7) 

Reference [24] (see also [25, Ch. 9.9]) shows that if the likelihood 
h(y\x) is an increasing function of y, we obtain the following im
portant monotonicity property of this approach: 

EsAJ{x)] -—EZ^^m~ - Si~l[{)] ( ) 

Nevertheless, in order to build practical algorithms, we have to face 
two main challenges. First, it is difficult to sample from an arbitrary 
belief density (7) over a high-dimensional solution space. Second, 
although an increasing likelihood h(y\x) is reasonable—because the 
higher the output value y, the higher the likelihood that such value 
has been generated by the optimal solution x°—we have to design 
the specific form of h in such a way that the algorithm converges 
quickly, without getting trapped in a local optimum. 

The cross-entropy method (CE) [7, 8] is one model-based algo
rithm that aims to surmount these two issues. CE can be seen as a 
particle filter implementation of (7), but, instead of sampling from 
an arbitrary belief density gi, CE draws particles (i.e., resampling 
step) from a surrogate density. The surrogate sampling density is 
obtained by projecting the belief onto a parametrized family of den
sities \fw(-),w e W}, where w is the parameter, and W C "StM is 
the parameter space. The projection of the current belief is obtained 
by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (also known as 
cross-entropy) with the parametrized density. In order to guide the 
search to the most promising regions (i.e., exploitation), CE uses a 
narrow likelihood h that allocates most of the likelihood to a few set 
of elite samples with highest output values. Example of an increas
ing likelihood function is the smooth indicator function given by [4], 
which we denote I(y, 7): 

h(y\x) = !(?/, 7) ex 
1 + e-<v-~t) 

(9) 

where 7 is the threshold that distinguishes the elite samples, and e is 
a large positve parameter. Note that 7 is critical to the performance 
of the algorithm. In our search for a global optimum, we want to 
exploit the best samples, but, at the same time, we have to continue 
exploring those areas that seem less promising. Reference [8] pro
posed a simple smoothing rule for trading exploration-exploitation, 
while [2] introduced a more efficient approach. In the following sec
tion, we introduce a fully distributed implementation of CE, which 
generalizes the single-agent algorithm proposed by [2] to a network 
of cooperative agents. 

Consider a network of N agents. Each agent k updates its own 
belief, denoted gt,i, and projects the result onto the family of 
parametrized densities fw. Thus, the belief update (7) becomes: 

9k,i(x) = 
I ( j> t , i ,7 t , i ) / f t , i - iM 
EWfc>i_1[X(J(X),7fc,i)] 

(10) 

where ~{k,i denotes a high quantile, estimated by agent k from its 
own set of output values, and Wk,i-i is the parameter of its sampling 
density in the earliest iteration. There are reasons (e.g., privacy and 
communication overhead) to prevent agents from exchanging their 
data set of candidate solution and output value pairs. Therefore, we 
impose (10) to be performed locally by each agent. 

We choose fw to belong to the natural exponential family (NEF) 
of distributions (see, e.g., [9]), which can be expressed as 

fw{x) ^ w ' 4>{x) — Z(w) 
(11) 

where Ziw) = log f ew ^x^dx ensures normalization, and <f>{x) : 
X —s- SRM+M is known as the natural sufficient statistic of x and 
contains all the first and second order moments: 

4>(x) = [x,vec \xx I (12) 

We wish the sampling distribution to approach the belief update. 
This can be achieved by minimizing their KL divergence, given by 

V(gk,i,fw) = E9fc¿ log 
9k,i(X) 

U(X) 
(13) 

In order for every agent to benefit from the learning process of the 
whole network, instead of locally minimizing (13), we propose a col
laborative smoothed projection step, in which the agents minimize 
the sum of the KL divergences across the network: 

minimize Si{w) = S^ V(gk>i, fw) 
wGW ¿—J 

fc=l 

Introduce the optimal parameter that minimizes (14): 

w° = argmin r o e w Si(w) 

(14) 

(15) 

such that VSi{w°) 
known that VZ(w) 

- 0. When fw belongs to the NEF, it is well 
Pw[<j>(X)]. Then, from (14), we have: 

VSi(w?) E E
9fc,>gi?MP0] + z{wX) - E^ j0(x)K 

EMWI-EWW] (16) 

Hence, the optimal sufficient statistics of the sampling distribution 
that solves (14) is given by 

1 
(17) 

Since the agents do not know the terms E9fc J</!>(X)], they have to 
rely on Monte Carlo estimates. At every iteration i, each agent draws 
a local set of samples from its local model fWk i_1. These samples 
are evaluated—in a black-box fashion—so that we obtain a set of 



candidate solution and output value pairs {(x,y) e Ak,i}. The elite-
threshold jk,i is estimated as the the q-th highest output value, which 
can be seen as a Monte Carlo estimate of the qr/| Afc,¿|-th quantile of 
the distribution of output values. From (10), the term E9fc i [4>(X)] is 
given by: 

E9fcJ0PO] 
EWkii_1[I{J{X),Jk,i)<KX)] 

EWfc>i_1[X(J(X),7fc,i)] 

Z-i(x,y )6A f c .z{y,ik,¡ 
+ ík,i (18) 

where (¡,k>i is the Monte Carlo noise. The main benefit from cooper
ation is that the agents can combine their local estimators to reduce 
the approximation noise in (18). 

Note that if the agents choose a high 7fc,¿, their belief (10) will 
move towards the most promising areas of the solution space so 
quickly that they may be trapped by a local maximum of (1). There
fore, in order to enhance exploration, we extend the ideas in [2] and 
propose the agents to execute a diffusion-based distributed stochas
tic approximation [26] to approach (17) with little steps: 

&k,i — Ok,-. Oti 0k 

J2(X,y)eAktZ
x(.y,~/k,i)Hx) 

J2(X,y)eAk^
x(y^k,i) 

0k,i = 2_^ blkOl,; (19) 

where a¿ is the step-size, \t-ik denotes the neighborhood of agent fc 
(i.e., the set of nodes that can share information with node fc, in
cluding itself), and bik denotes the weight given by agent fc to in
formation coming from its neighbor /. Note that (19) performs a 
stochastic approximation in the space of sufficient statistics. If the 
sampling distribution is initialized with high variance, the objective 
in (2) will be almost flat. In succeeding iterations, by assigning a 
small step-size a¿ to the filter update, the real shape of the original 
objective in (1) will be slowly revealed, giving time to the stochastic 
approximation to ascend through its envelope, avoiding local peaks. 

In the following section, we show conditions under which every 
node executing (19) will asymptotically approach (17). 

4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 

First, using earlier results on distributed stochastic approximation 
due to [22], we show that the sequence obtained from (19) is related 
to a mean ordinary differential equation (ODE). Then, we show that 
this ODE is similar to the one analyzed by [2] for the single-agent 
CE algorithm. We require the following assumptions: 

Assumption 1 (Combination weights). Let B = [bik] be the N x N 
matrix including the set of combination coefficients, then: 

hk>0, hk=0 if l$Nk, BTtN = tN, B1N = 1N (20) 

p ( s (ijv - 1N1N/N) B T ) < 1 (21) 

Assumption 2 (Smoothing parameters). The sequence {a¿} satis

fies: cu > 0 V¿, lirrii^oo a¿ = 0 and X ^ o ai = °°-

Assumption 3 (Continuity). V l o g ETOfc i_1 \Z(J(X),^k¿)\ is con
tinuous with a unique integral curve. 

Assumption 4 (Number of samples). The number of samples per 
node at time i satisfies \hk¿\ > í13/N,for some ¡3 > 1. 

Assumption 5 (Unique quantile). The quantile q e (0,1) of 
{ J(X), X ~ fw (X)} is unique for each w € W. 

The first condition in (20) is imposed by the network topol
ogy and enforces the agents to only communicate with their neigh
bors (i.e., multihop communications are not allowed). The other 
conditions in (20) ensure that B is doubly-stochastic. Condition 
(21) is easily satisfied in practice (e.g., by setting Metropoli-Hasting 
weights [27] in a connected graph). Assumption 2 is standard for the 
analysis of stochastic approximations with the ODE method. As
sumption 3 ensures that the related ODE (see (31) below) is well 
posed. Assumptions 4 and 5 are used by [2][Lemma 3.1] to prove 
asymptotically diminishing Monte Carlo noise. 

Introduce the network vectors of length MN: 

0i±co\{01,i,...,0N,i} (22) 

*i = co l{E 9 1 J0 (X) ] , . . . , E9 J VJ0(X)]} (23) 

Í Í = C O 1 { Í I , Í , . . . , Í J V , Í } (24) 

Collect the updates (19) for all agents into a network recursion: 

6i = (BT eg) JM)(6»i-i - ai(0¿_i - TVÍ + C¿)) (25) 

From (20), note that ( 1 ^ ® IM)(BT ® IM) = (tNBT ® IM) = 
(IJV <8> I M ) . Introduce the network average operator (•} : KM —s-
KM , such that (u) = ( 1 T eg) IM)u = l/NJ2k=i ufc> f o r vectors 
{ufc e $lM}k=1 andu = col{wi, 
this operator to (25), we obtain: 

, uN} e By applying 

'*> i - l ) - ai ((Oi-! - TYi) + (&)) (26) 

In order to expand the term (6*¿_i — 7r¿), note that, for the NEF 
distributions (11), we can derive the following equivalence: 

0k,i-i-E9kMX)] = 
iWk^1[i(j(x),"fkii)(eki; <KX))] 

E ^ j i G / p o ^ ) ] 
= VlogETOi,ii_1[X(J(X),7fc,i)] (27) 

Introduce the shorthand 

G(0fc,i-i) ^ l o g E ^ ^ J I t J p O ^ f c , ; ) ] (28) 

Define 

JV 

^ VG«0 i_ i» - 1/NJ2 VG(0 M _i ) (29) 

Hence, from (26), we obtain the following mean network recursion: 

(0i) = <0i_i> + a i (VG«0 i_ i» - n - <&)) (30) 

Thus, we can see (é*¿) as a noisy discrete approximation of the ODE 

0 = VG(0) (31) 

We are ready to state the main results of this section: 

Theorem 1 (Convergence of network recursion). If Assumptions 
1-5 hold, the sequence {(#¿)} generated by (30) converges almost 
surely to the solution set of (31). 

Proof. Under Assumptions 1-3, we can use [22] [Proposition 1] to 
show that n converges almost surely towards zero. Therefore, (30) 
follows the same asymptotic behavior of the single-agent CE algo
rithm analyzed by [2] [Theorem 3.1]. D 



Corollary 1 (Convergence of the individual agents). If Assumptions 
1-5 hold, and the solution set of (31) are isolated equilibrium points, 
then the sequences of individual moments {Ok,i} generated by (19) 
converge almost surely to the aggregated Ew? [(j>(X)] in (17). 

Proof. Under Assumptions 1-2, Lemma 1 in [22] proves that the 
agents asymptotically reach an agreement on their estimate. There
fore, the asymptotic analysis of the individual estimates 9k,i reduces 
to study their average (é*¿) = í/NJ2k=i®k,i, which, by Theo
rem 1, we know that converges to one equilibrium (9°), such that 
VG((0°)) = 0. As stated in Theorem 1, lim^oo n = 0. Thus, 

from (29), HIIÜ-H» ( v G « 0 4 » - 1 /JV£^ = 1 V G ( 0 M ) ) = 0. 
From (27) and (17), it follows that every agent converges to 

JV JV 

(9°) = lim l/NY,0k,i = lim l / JV^E 9 f c > i [^(X)] 
2—^CO * ' 2—^CO * ' 

fc=l fc=l 

= lim E„o[0(X)] D 
i—^CO l 

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

For the single agent case, model-based methods have already been 
tested in difficult benchmarks, achieving state-of-the art perfor
mance [2, 3, 4, 9], Here, our purpose is to compare the results of the 
Distributed CE (DCE) algorithm given by (19) with the single-agent 
CE (SACE) presented in [2], Emulating the numerical experiments 
in [2] for SACE, we particularize DCE for multivariate Normal dis
tributions. From (19), by using the one-to-one relationship between 
the natural moments 9k,i and the mean ¡j>k,i and covariance £fc,¿, we 
obtain the following distributed iterations: 

(J-k.i — (J-k.i-1 — Oik,i M f c . i - l F ^ ; ^T, r~ 

V 22(X,y)eAk¡%
xKyrik,i) J 

fik,i = ¿2 bikfii.i (32) 

¡eN f c 

£fc,i = (1 — 0¡k,i) ( £fc,i-l + (flk,i-l — Aífc,i)(Atfc,i-l — Hk,i) J 

ÍJ2(x,y)eAk¡í
 X(y> 7fc,¿)0 - IJ-k,i){x - iJlk,i)

T \ 
a k ' \ J2(x,y)eAk¡z

x(.y>"fk,i) J 

Sfc,¿ = 2_^ hk^i,i (33) 
ieuk 

We consider three scenarios, namely, distributed, noncoopera-
tive and centralized. The distributed setting consists of a network 
of TV = 10 agents, with average number of neighbors |Nfc| = 3 
and Metropoli-Hasting [27] combination weights bik, in which ev
ery agent runs DCE, evaluating |Afc,;| samples per iteration. In the 
centralized case, a single-agent running SACE invests the same com
putational effort invested by the whole distributed network, evaluat
ing |A¿| = N • \Ak,i\ samples per iteration. The noncooperative 
scenario consists of a set of N = 10 isolated (single) agents running 
SACE, but each one evaluating only |Afc,;| samples per iteration. 

We test DCE with a benchmark consisting of 9 different noncon-
vex problems—including objective functions with multiple extrema, 
high dimensionality and bad scaling—for which we know the global 
solution. The list of functions is in Table 1 and their definitions are 
in [3] (see Fig. 2 for an example of the objectives used in this bench
mark). The search space is a hypercube centered at the origin and 
whose sides cover the interval [—100,100] along every axis. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 

Iterations 

Fig. 2. (left) 2-D plot of the 20-D Pinter's function, (right) Distance 
to the global solution of the Pinter's function, achieved in a single ex
periment by centralized SACE, 10 collaborative nodes runing DCE 
and 10 noncooperative nodes running SACE. 

Problem 
1. Dejong 5th 
2. Shekel 
3. Rosenbrock 
4. Powel singular 
5. Trigonometric 
6. Griewank 
7. Pinter 

M 
2 
4 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

SACE 
6 e - 12 
4 e - 6 

4 e - 10 
7 e - 1 4 
l e - 14 
2 e - 1 7 
1.5 (*) 

DCE 
6 e - 12 
4 e - 6 

4 e - 10 
6 e - 13 
l e - 13 
6e — 16 
9 e - 11 

Noncoop. 
4.1 
1.4 

458.9 
le + 7 
936.0 

1.0 
2e + 4 

Table 1. Distance to the global solution averaged over 50 indepen
dent experiments. For DCE and noncooperative scenarios, results 
are averaged over all agents. 

One practical benefit ot SACE is that it requires little tun
ing. This feature remains in the proposed DCE. For all problems, 
we use the following parameters that aim to establish an effective 
exploration-exploitation tradeoff [2], The smoothing parameter 
is OLÍ = 2/(i + lOO)0501. The number of samples per iteration 
is |Afc,i| = max(50,¿101) for DCE and noncooperative agents, 
and |A¿| = 10 • |Afc,;| for the centralized SACE. The initial mean 
Hk,o is drawn randomly from a uniform distribution over the whole 
search space, independently for all agents. The initial covariance is 
Sfc,o = 1000 • IM equal for all agents. 

Our performance criterion is the distance to the global solution. 
We run 50 independent experiments, with 500 iterations each. Table 
1 shows that, in most of the cases, cooperative agents match closely 
the performance of the centralized algorithm but using N times less 
samples each. (*) We have observed that, when the agents have dif
ferent starting point, DCE improves its exploration capabilities and 
avoid local maximum more efficiently than centralized SACE. For 
instance, for Pinter's problem, the centralized SACE achieved an av
erage distance of le—11 in all but one experiment (so the average 
error increases upto 1.5), while all DCE agents were able to find the 
global solution in all experiments. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We applied diffusion strategy for distributed implementation of the 
Cross-Entropy method proposed by [2], which works in any ar
bitrary connected topology with no central coordinator, allowing 
within neighborhood communication only, and without exchanging 
samples. We proved that agents running DCE converges to a local 
optimum almost surely. Numerical experiments show that the com
putational load is efficiently divided among the agents, achieving 
good results even in 20-dimensional problems, with just 50 samples 
per iteration in each of the DCE nodes. 
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